Some new features include:

- **Improved, FACETED searching** - narrow searches by subject, person, location, type of content, and entries with images, animations or audio. Plus, quickly locate our long, encyclopaedic entries.
- **MULTI-LINGUAL INTERFACE** - Users will have their choice of interface language - Spanish, French, Chinese, Polish, Urdu or English. (Content remains in English.)
- **SAVED RESULTS & CITATION MANAGEMENT** - export to RefWorks, EndNote and more.
- **BOOKMARK your results to Del.icio.us, Facebook, MySpace and other social networking or bookmarking sites.**
- **Arrange titles using DEWEY or LIBRARY OF CONGRESS classification, or view books by subject or title.**
- **Use Credo as a GATEWAY to other library resources.** EXPAND A SEARCH to the library catalogue and other library-defined resources through our “Related Resources” feature.
- **ENHANCED CONCEPT MAP** which allows users to visualise their search results and explore from topic to topic.
- **New techniques for browsing subject encyclopaedias, including ENTRY PREVIEW and HEADING, PERSON OR IMAGE BROWSE.**

Contact Credo Reference for a demo of our new platform: +44 (0)1865 339 450 or uksales@credoreference.com.
A new Credo Reference platform is coming this spring!

Select your choice of interface language - Polish, Urdu, Chinese, French, Spanish or English

Find Credo titles by browsing the Dewey or Library of Congress classifications.

Bookmark your results to Del.icio.us, Facebook and many other social sites. You can also email, print or save results.